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SPECTRA OF CONSTRUCTS
OF A SYSTEM OF OPERATORS

ANGEL CARRILLO AND CARLOS HERNÁNDEZ

ABSTRACT. This paper describes the spectrum and the upper and lower

Fredholm spectra of (n + m)-tuples (F(Ai),..., F(An), G(Bi), • • • ,G(Bm))

of operators, where (A¿) and (Bj) are systems of operators in two Hubert

spaces Mi and #2, and F and G are certain linear operators defined on £.()({)■

Using spectral mapping theorems the spectra of operators constructed by the

action of a polynomial on a system (F(Ai),... ,F(An), G(B\),... ,G(Bm)) is

obtained. In particular, the spectra of the elementary operator and tensor

products of operators is determined.

1. Introduction. During the last years there has been progress in calculating

the spectrum and the essential spectrum of various operators formed from others.

Thus the spectrum w, where uj — ai,or,a^ or o~, has been determined for the

tensor product A®B of two operators in a Hilbert space [2, 8, 11], the generalized

derivation tab(X) = AX — XB [5,8] and the multiplication operator Sab{X) =

AXB [6,8].

For the elementary operator W(X) — Y17=i A+XBi, Lumer and Rosenblum [10]

and Fialkow [6] proved some partial results about a(W) and ae(W), respectively.

On the other hand, Curto [4] obtained a(W) in terms of the Taylor spectra of (Ai)

and (Bi).

In [8] Robin Harte determined the spectra of certain operators, in particular

A® B, Sab and tab, using the concept of joint spectrum, introduced in [7], and

spectral mapping theorems [7,8]. In this note, following that line, and stressing

the algebraic properties of the maps A —► A® I, and Rb (= Sib), we calculate the

spectrum w of polynomial constructs of some kind of systems of operators. From

this calculation we set down explicit representation for uj(W) and in the case where

(Ai) and (Bi) are commutative systems of operators in Hilbert spaces we recover

all the results mentioned above, with the exception of the one due to Curto, but

we use it to show that

a(W) = o((A%)) o „((Bi)) = <rT((Ai)) o o-T((Bt)).

Let us introduce some notation and recall some relevant definitions.

Let S be a complex Banach space, £(8) the algebra of all linear bounded oper-

ators and n a natural number. The operators Column (Col) and Row are defined
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from £(S)" into £(S, Sn) and £(S", B), respectively, by the following rules:

Col(T1,...,Tn)(x) = (T1x,...,Tnx),

Row(Ti,...,Tn)(xi,...,x„) =T\X\ +-\-Tnxn.

£(S)n is a linear space under the usual operations. For any two elements S =

(Si,...,Sn) and T = (Ti,... ,Tn) in this space, define

S o T = Row(Si,. ..,Sn) Co\(Ti,.. ,,Tn) = SiTi + • • • + SnTn.

(If s, t £ Cn, define sot — siii + • • • + sntn.)

Let Si be a complex Banach space and F: Si —► fl a linear operator. Fn will

denote the function

i,n(s/ll...)y^ = pi))...,FW).

The left, right, upper Fredholm and lower Fredholm spectra of a system T =

(2\,..., Tn) of operators in S are defined [1, 7] as

at(T) = {se Cn: Col(T - s) is not left invertible},

<rr(T) = {ieC: Row(T - s) is not right invertible},

ct+(T) = {s G C": Col(T - s) is not upper Fredholm},

o--(T) = {s€ Cn:Row(T - s) is not lower Fredholm}.

The union a(T) = oi(T) U oy(T) will be called the joint spectrum (or simply

spectrum) of T. In case n = 1 the union f+(T) U c~(T) is the Wolf essential

spectrum (cre(T)) of T which coincides with <r(7r(T)), where 7r is the canonical

homomorphism of Z(B) onto the Calkin algebra over S. Moreover, if n = 1 and S

is a Hilbert space, then <r+ (T) and o~(T) are the left and right essential spectra of

T [12].
Throughout the note Mi (i = 1,2) and y will denote a complex, separable Hilbert

space and a complex Banach space, respectively. All the spaces are assumed to be

infinite dimensional and if x G "Hi and i/e^ then x <g> y will denote the operator

defined by (x ® y)(z) = (z,y)x.

2. The spectra of (F(AX),... ,F(An),G(Bi),... ,G(Bm)). The functions

F (A) — A® I and G(B) = I ® B are homomorphisms (of algebras and contin-

uous) from ¿(Hi) and Z{H2) to i(U\ €> #2), respectively, and A ®B = F(A)G(B).

On the other hand, if La and Rß are the multiplication operators La(X) =

AX and Rb(X) = XB, then F(A) = La is a homomorphism from £(Mi) to

£(£(#2i Mi))) G(B) = Rb is an antihomomorphism (i.e. a bounded linear op-

erator such that G(BB') = G(B')G(B)) from £(#2) to £(£(M2,Mi)) and W =

£?=i F(Ai)G(Bz).
It follows that the particular operators considered in the introduction can be

constructed by the action of a polynomial on a system

(F(Ai),...,F(An),G(Bi),...,G(Bm))

of operators, where F is a homomorphism and G is a homomorphism or an an-

tihomomorphism. So the spectral mapping theorems enable us to determine the

spectra of those operators by the calculation of the spectra of that kind of system.
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THEOREM 1. Let F be a homomorphism from C(Mi) into £(]/), and G a homo-

morphism or antihomomorphism from £(#2) into L(y). If T — Fn and Q — Gm,

then, for any pair of systems A = (Ai,..., An) and B = (Bi,..., Bm) of bounded

linear operators in Mi and M2, respectively, we have

(1.1) oi(7(A), S(B)) C o-i(A) X 01(B)    if G is a homomorphism,

(1.2) oi(7(A), 5(B)) c 01(A) x or(B)    if G is an antihomomorphism.

Moreover, if

F(x ® x)G(y ®y) = G(y ® y)F(x ® x) ^ 0

for each (x, y) G Mi x M2 with x / 0 and y ^ 0, then

(1.3) oi(7(A), ¿(B)) = 01(A) x ai(B)    if G is a homomorphism,

(1.4) cr;(7(A), Q(B)) = 01(A) x or(B)    if G is an antihomomorphism.

PROOF. (We shall only prove (1.2) and (1.4).) Let (s,t) = (si,... ,sn,ti,...,

tm) be in C"+m. If (s,t) £ 01(A) x crr(B), then there exists a system C —

(Ci,..., Cn) of operators in M2 such that 7(C) o 7(A — s) = I or there exists

a system D = (Di,..., Dm) of operators in M2 for which Q(D) o Q(B - t) = I.

Therefore, T o (7(A - s),Q(B - t)) = I, with T = (F(Ci),... ,F(Cn),0,... ,0)
or T = (0,...,0,G(Di),...,G(Dm)). In other words (s,t) <£ at(7(A),g(B)) and

(1.2) has been established.

In order to prove (1.4), suppose (s, t) G oi(A) x or(B). The operators L =

Co\(A - s) and R* = Col(Bl — ti,..., B^ - tm) are not left invertible. There exist

two normal sequences (xk) and (yk) in Mi and M2, respectively, such that L(xk) —> 0

imdR*(yk)^0.

Let Tfc = F(xk ® xk)G(yk ® yk) for k > 1. By hypothesis Tk ^ 0 and

F(xk ® xk)Tk = G(yk ® yk)Tk = Tk.

For k > 1, choose zk G Ran Tfc with ||2fc|| = 1. The element zk is a fixed point of

F(xk ® xk) and G(yk ® yk). Then,

\\F(Ai - Si)(zk)\\ = \\F(Ai - s%)F(xk ® xk)(zk)\\

< \\F\\ \\(Ai - Si)xk\\ Hifcll Hzjtll = ||F|| \\(Ai - st)xk\\

for all fc > 1 and I < i < n.  Thus, limfe^oo F(Ai - Si)(zk) — 0 for 1 < t < n.

Similarly, lim^oo G(Sj — ¿¿X^fe) = 0 for 1 < j < m.

Therefore, Co\(7(A - s),Q(B - t))(zk) —> 0, when k -* 00, and so (s, í) G

aí(7(A),P(fl)).
By reversing products in £(l/), £(#1) and £(#2) we obtain, under the hypothesis

of the theorem, the following relations:

(1.1-1) or(7(A),5(B)) C or(A) x or(B),

(1.2.1) <Tr(7(A), 9(B)) c <rr(¿) x MB),

(1.3.1) <Tr(7(¿), £(ß)) = <rr(A) X <7r(ß),

(1.4.1) cTr(J(A),<9(ß))=crr(^)XCTi(ß).
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THEOREM 2.  Let A, B, 7 and S be as before.

(a) Suppose that F(Ki)G(K.2) is a compact operator whenever Ki and K2 are

compact, then

(2.1) at{7(A), 9(B)) C (at(A) x at(B)) U (at(A) x *•+($)),

(2.1.1) a-(7(A), 9(B)) c (a-(A) x ar(B)) U (ar(A) x cre"(ß))

i/ G is a homomorphism;

(2.2) at (7(A), 9(B)) c (<rf (A) x <rr(ß)) U (a¡(A) x a"(B)),

(2.2.1) <rj (7(A), 9(B)) C (a~(A) xat(B))ö(ar(A) xa+(B))

if G is an antihomomorphism.

(b) If F(x ® x)G(y g> y) = G(y 0 y)F(x O a;) ̂  0 /or a« (x, y) € Mi x M2 with
i^O and y ^ 0, i/ien

(2.3) '        <t+(7(A),^(5)) D ((7+(A) x *»(*)) U fa(A) x ,+ (£)),

(2.3.1) <r-(7(A), 9(B)) D (a:(A) x ar(B)) U (ar(A) X a~(B))

if G is a homomorphism;

(2.4) at(7(A), 9(B)) D (at (A) x ar(B))U (at(A) x a~(B)),

(2.4.1) a~(7(A), 9(B)) D (a~(A) x at(B)) U (ar(A) x at(B))

if G is an antihomomorphism.

PROOF. We shall first prove (2.2). Let (s, t) = (si,... ,an,h,...,tm) € Cn+m.

Suppose that (s,t) is not in the right side of (2.2). Thus, (s, t) G' oi(A) x or(B)

or (s,t) G (ai(A) \at(A)) x (ar(B) \a~(B)). In the first case, by the preceding

theorem, (s,t) g oi(7(A),9(B)), and so (s,t) £ at(7(A),9(B)). In the second

one, there exist CG C(Mi)n, Z) G £(#2)m and two compact operators Ki and K2

in Mi and M2, respectively, such that

C o (A - s) + Ki = I    and    (B - t) o D + K2 = I;

therefore,

(7(C),F(Ki)9(D)) o (7(A - s), 9(B - t)) + F(Ki)G(K2) = I

where F(Ki) 9(D) = (F(K1)G(Di),...,F(Ki)G(Dm)). Then, in this case, we also

have (s,t)¿ot(7(A),9(B)).
To prove (2.4), choose (s, t) G at (A) x ar(B) and follow the proof of (1.4). The

sequence (xk) can be assumed orthonormal and so the following additional property

holds:

rv      «      1 Í  0      if fc' ̂  fc,
F(xk®xk)zk, = \k    .{k,lk

v

It can be proved that {zk} is a linear independent set. Let (z'k) be a subsequence

of (zk) without any convergent subsequence. We have

Col(7(A-s),9(B-t))(z'k)->0   when k -^ oc
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because the same is true for (zk). Therefore, (s, t) G at(7(A), 9(B)) and so

ot(A)xor(B)cz at(7(A), 5(B)).
The inclusion oi(A) x ae (B) C at(7(A), 9(B)) can be proved in a similar way.

Finally, in order to prove (2.4.1), choose (s,t) G cr~(A) x ai(B), and write

(A —a)* = ((Ai -si)*,..., (An -sn)*). Since Col((A-s)*) is not upper Fredholm

and Col(ß - í) is not left invertible, it follows that there exist an orthonormal

sequence (xk) and a normal sequence (yk) such that

Col((A-s)*)(xk)->0   and    Col(ß - t)(yk) -* 0.

Let Tfc = F(xk ® xk)G(yk ® yk) for k > 1. For each k > 1, choose zk G Ran Tfc

with ||zfc|| = 1 and take Uk G y such that \\Uk\\ = 1 and Uk(zk) = 1. If Vk = UkTk,

then Vk(zk) = 1, ||Vfc|| > 1 and Vk = VkF(xk ® xk) = VkG(yk ® yk). Writing

Vfc' = Vfc/||Vfc||wehave

\\(F(At - Si)r(Vi)\\ = \KF(A% - s%)\\ = \\V¿F(xk ® xk)F(At - sx)\\

= \\V¿F(xk ® (Az - Si)*xk)\\ < \\F\\ Hxfcll \\(Ai - Sl)*xk\\

for all k > 1 and 1 < i < n.

On the other hand,

\\G(B3 - t3yva = \\V¿G(Bj - tj)\\ = \\Vk'G(yk®yk)G(BJ - t3)\\

= ||Vfc'G((ß,- - tj)(yk ® yk))\\ < \\G\\ ||(ßy - t3)(yk)\\

for all k > 1 and 1 < j < m.

Thus,

Co\((F(Ai - si))*,..., (F(An - sn)Y,(G(Bi -h))*,..., (G(Bm - tm))*)(V¿)

converges to zero. Since

Í0    ifr^fc,
K(0fc)=\l    ifr = fc,

it follows that (V¿) has a subsequence without any convergent subsequence. There-

fore,

Co\((F(Ai - si)Y,..., (F(An - sn))*,(G(Bi - h))*,..., (G(Bm - im)D

is not upper Fredholm and so (s, t) G a~(7(A), 9(B)).

The inclusion ar(A) x at(B) C o~(7(A), 9(B)) can be proved in a similar way.

An analogous reasoning leads us to (2.1), (2.3) and (2.3.1). The inclusions (2.1.1)

and (2.2.1) follow by reversing products.

3. Applications. Combining the two theorems we can obtain the spoctrum

w, where w = ae,ar,at or o~, of P(7(A),9(B)) when the »ystcin (7(A), 5(B))

is commutative and P is any system of polynomials from C" ' "l to Cr (spectral

mapping theorems). For example, we can state the following results concerning left

and upper spectra.

COROLLARY 1. Let A = (A\,..., An) and B — (B\,..., Bn) be two commuta-

tive systems of bounded linear operators in Mi and M2, respectively. Let W: Z(M2, M\ )

—► Z(M2,Mi) be the elementary operator W(X) — £"=1 AíXBí. Then

(3.1) ai(W)=a,(A)oar(B),
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(3.2) a+(W) = (at(A)oar(B)) U (a,(A) oa~(B)).

PROOF. Let F:£(Mi) -+ £(£(#2,¿/i)) and G: C(M2) -> £(£(M2,Mi)) be the

operators defined by F(A) = La and G(B) = Rb- It is clear that F(A)G(B) =

G(B)F(A) for every A and B. If x¿ and í/¿ (¿ = 1,2) are nonzero elements then

F(xi ® X2)G(yi ® j/2) is a rank one operator; in fact its range is generated by

xi ® j/2- Thus F(5i)G(52) is of finite rank if 5i and 52 are of finite rank and

therefore, F(Ki)G(K2) is a compact operator whenever Ki and ii2 are compact.

If P is the polynomial given by

P(xi,...,xn,yi,...,yn) = (xi,...,xn) o(yi,...,yn)

then, W = P(7(A),5(B)). Therefore,

ai(W) = P(ai(LAl,...,LAn,RBl,...,RBn)= P(m(A) x ar(B))

and so oi(W) = oi(A) oar(B).

Similarly we establish (3.2).

Note. The joint spectrum is a subset of Taylor spectrum. Then, from (3.1),

the corresponding expression for ar(W) and Curto's result [4], we have a(W) =

a(A) o a(B) = aT(A) o aT(B).

When A and B have only one component or when more information about the

systems A and B is available, then it is possible to express u>(W) in terms of the

spectra of the operators Ai and Bi.

COROLLARY  2   [6].

^(SU^Bi) = oi(Ai)ar(Bi),

at(SAl,Bl)=ot(Ai)ar(Bi)Ual(Ai)a;(Bi).

COROLLARY 3   [5].

cn^AuB,,) =ci(Ai) -ar(Bi),

°t(TAuBi) = (°t(Ai) - tfr(Bi)) U (°i(Ai) - o-(Bi)).

PROOF. Apply Corollary 1 to (Ai,I) and (/, -B{) using the formulas

u(Ai,I)=u)(Ai)x{\}    and   u(I, -B) = {1} X u(-B).

COROLLARY 4 [10]. Let A e Z(Mi) and B e £(M2). Suppose that /¿(A) and
gi(X), i = 1,... ,n, are holomorphic in domains containing a(A) and a(B), respec-

tively. IfW(X) = Ytl=i fi(A)Xgi(B) then

<fl(W) = {(fi(u)) o (gi(v)):u€ at(A) and v G ar(B)}

and

°t(W) = {(fi(u)) o (9i(v)): (u,v) G (a,(A) x a;(B)) U (at (A) x ar(B))}.

PROOF. The result follows from Corollary 1 and the equality

u(fi(A),..., fn(A)) = {(fi(u),..., /„(«)): u G oj(A)}.

COROLLARY 5  [2, 11].   Let Ai G ù(Mi) and Bi G Z(M2),

at(Ai®Bi)=ai(Ai)ai(Bi),

at (Ai ® Bi) = at(A1)a,(B1) U ai(A1)at(B1).

PROOF. Let Fi\ Z(Mi) -> Z(Mi ® M2), 1 < ¿ < 2, be the homomorphisms given

by Fi(A) = A® I, and F2(ß) = I ® B. We can obtain the result following the

proof of Corollary 1.
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